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SERVICE INSTRUCTION

Blower Motor
     
     Applied in:

     TDR 5, 7 and 8 Manual 

     TDR 5, 7 and 8 Programmable
     
     TRC

Contents service kit:
9293020  1x Motor 208-240V 50/60Hz120W
3702325  1x Shaft seal.
0142103  1x  Washer M5
0142315  1x Nut M5
4288232  3x Screw M5x12
4285092  4x Nut M6 serrated
9298600  1x Turbine puller
9293021  1x Conversion cable 3 to 5 pole

And one of the following turbines and capacitors and pressure plates:

3701218  1x Turbine Ø 200 x 43 mm (TDR 5)
9192034  1x Capacitor 6 uF   (TDR)  Service kit 9298550
9294007  1x  Pressure plate   (TDR)

3701273  1x Turbine Ø 200 x 61 mm (TDR 7/8)
9192034  1x Capacitor 6 uF   (TDR)  Service kit 9298551
9294007  1x  Pressure plate   (TDR)

3711005  1x Turbine Ø160 x 43 mm  (TRC)
3701274  1x Capacitor 5 uF   (TRC)  Service kit 3718004
3714066  1x  Pressure plate   (TRC)
4280540  3x Screw M5x6, SS countersunk

- NOTICE -
This manual is prepared for the use of trained Service Technici-
ans and should not be used by those not properly qualified. If 

you have attended a training for this product, you may be quali-
fied to perform all the procedures in this manual.

This manual is not intended to be all encompassing. If you have 
not attended a training for this product, you should read, in its 
entirety, the repair procedure you wish to performto determine 
if you have the necessary tools, instruments and skills required 

to perform the procedure. Procedures for which you do not have 
the necessary tools, instruments and skills should be performed 

by a trained technician.

Reproduction or other use of this Manual, without the express 
written consent of Fri-Jado, is prohibited.
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1. Remove the right side panel and the 

top cover according to prior procedures.

2. Remove the rotor discs and the fan 

plate on the ceiling inside the oven.

3. Remove the nut and washer on the fan 

blade and remove the fan blade with the help 

of the puller. 

4. Remove the 3 screws that secure the 

shaft seal plate. Now replace the shaft seal 

and shaft seal plate.

5. Disconnect the connector of the motor 

wiring and also the grounding wire.

6. Remove the nuts that secure the motor 

and remove the motor.

7. Remove the wiring of the capacitor and 

change the capacitor.

8. Reverse the procedure to install.

Note 1: The puller is delivered with each new 

blower.

Note 2: The blower is equipped with a capaci-

tor of 6 uF. Check the direction of rotation of 

the motor (clockwise, see arrow).

Note 3: In the versions until 01-07-2012 a 

3-pole connector is used. The new blowers 

have a 5-pole connector. Therefore with all 

new blowers a adapter connector is supplied.

BLOWER MOTOR IN TDR
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1. Remove the right side panel according 

prior procedures.

2. Remove the rotor discs and the fan 

plate on the ceiling inside the oven in the 

bottom oven.

3. Remove the nut and washer on the 

fan blade and remove the fan blade with the 

help of the puller. 

4. Remove the 3 screws that secure the 

shaft seal plate. Now replace the shaft seal 

and shaft seal plate.

5. Remove the fat drawer and the drip 

trays from the upper oven.

6. Remove the bolts that secure the inter-

mediate plate and remove this plate.

7. Cut the sealant around the bottom 

plate and remove this plate (see arrow). 

8. Disconnect the connector of the motor 

wiring and also the grounding wire.

9. Remove the nuts that secure the motor 

and remove the motor.

10. Remove the wiring of the capacitor and 

change the capacitor.

11. Reverse the procedure to install.

Note 1: The puller is delivered with each new 

blower.

Note 2: The blower is equipped with a capa-

citor of 6 uF. Check the direction of rotation 

of the motor (clockwise, see arrow).

Note 3: Clean all surfaces that have to be sea-

led. Seal off the bottom plate with a grease 

resistant sealant.

Note 4: In the versions until 01-07-2012 a 

3-pole connector is used. The new blowers 

have a 5-pole connector. Therefore with all 

new blowers a adapter connector is supplied.

BLOWER MOTOR BOTTOM ROTISSERIE (STACKED TDR)
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EXPLODED VIEW  IN TDR

Important!
First mount the motor with the nuts (48-8) thoroughly. 

AFTER that, mount the shaft seal (48-3) with the pressure plate (48-4) and bolts (48-7).
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BLOWER MOTOR IN TRC

1. Remove the back panel of the unit.
2. Remove the tray guides and blower panel on the inside.
3. Unscrew the nut and pull (with help of the puller) the turbine (204) from the shaft. It 

might be nessary to bend the steam manifold a little to get the turbine out.
4. Unscrew the pressure plate (203) and remove the shaftseal (202).
5. Disconnect the motor (40)
6. Unscrew the motor and take it out.

Reverse the procedure to assemble the blower motor, but take notice of the following:
• In case the old blower had a 3 pole connector, the delivered conversion cable can be used 

to connect the new motor.
• First mount the motor with the nuts (804) thoroughly. 
• AFTER that, mount the shaft seal (202) with the pressure plate (203) and bolts (940).

200

201

202
203

204

804

40

804

940
Inside view when 

blower panel removed

Backside view when 
back panel removed
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PH1  208/240V  50/60Hz  1,8A
  Thermally protected

500V !

Insulation test
∞  Ω

5x
 !

35 Ω
30 Ω

0 Ω

ELECTRICAL TEST OF MOTOR

The main coil (± 30 Ω )is between the red and 
blue wire.  

The start coil (± 35 Ω) is between the black and 
blue wire.

The start coil gets its power through a capaci-
tor, which is connected between the black 
and red wire.

The 2 white wires coming from the motor are 
connected to a thermal protection device 
inside the motor. 

In case of the TDR, this thermal protection 
device is connected in series with the blue 
wire.

TRC only!
Depending on the manufaturing date, these 

4 “thermistors” can be connected in series 
and disconnect both relays K3 and K4 in 
case one of the motors overheat, or all 4 
are separately connected to the power and 
I/O board. 

K3 and K4 are from the type as shown on the 
picture.RedBlack

Blue

5uF

K3 K4

L1

35 Ω 30 Ω

N

Red
Black

Blue

6uF

L1

35 Ω30 Ω

N

Connection diagram 
in TDR.

Connection diagram 
in TRC.

±620Ω

Blue Red

In TRC only
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{Conversion cable

Unit with 3 pole 
motor connection

Blower motor with thermistor M

WIRING DIAGRAM OF CONVERSION CABLE


